**Specifications:**
- Operating Voltage: 13.8 volts
- Amp Draw: 2 amp

**FLASH PATTERNS**
To select flash pattern press momentary switch:
- less than 1 second for next pattern
- more than 1 second for previous pattern
- more than 5 seconds for reset to default

1. Random Both (default)
2. Random (all)
3. Random (split)
4. Single (split)
5. Double (split)
6. Quad (split)
7. Quint (split)
8. Mega (split)
9. Ultra (split)
10. Single-Quad (split)
11. Single H/L (split)
12. Single (all)
13. Double (all)
14. Quad (all)
15. Quint (all)
16. Mega (all)
17. Ultra (all)
18. Single-Quad (all)
19. Single H/L (all)
20. Steady 2 (California)
21. Steady 4 (all)

**Diagram Notes:**
- Connect Red positive to Red wires on LED Lights.
- Connect Yellow wires to White Mode wire.
- Connect Yellow wires together for synchronization.
- For Alternating flash - Connect White wire from 1 LED light to Red.
- 3 ft. Red Wire
- 8 ft. White Wire-Mode
- 8 ft. Red Wire-Positive to LED Lights
- 3 amp fuse
- +12V
- 90.4070 Screw
- Black Wire
- Ground
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